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AUGUST LIST – WAX CAT 

This third album from folk 
disruptors the August List is a 
big, bold collection of frangible 
songs and epic soundscapes. 
Right from the off we find 
Martin and Kerraleigh Child 
exploring themes of fear and 
societal disintegration, as the 
first track ‘Seams’ launches in 
with washes of distorted guitar 
and synthesiser loops, mixing
folk nightmare and modern 
dysfunction –“my glass of 
wine, my oxycontin smile”- in a 
manner very much setting the 
tone for the outing as a whole.
Next track, ‘Puget Sound’, 
which takes the local incident 
of a baggage handler stealing a 
plane, then realising he doesn’t 
know how to land it, as the 
starting point for a meditation 
on chance and opportunity. 
Martin’s world-weary vocal 
stretches languidly over Pink 
Floyd-esque guitar and Ben 
Heaney’s violin. The internet-
related ‘God is in a Wire’ ramps 
up the anxiety, Kerraleigh at her 
most appalachian pragmatically 
warning that “the world is 
gonna eat you up” over Tommy 
Longfellow’s massive drum 
track.
After the quieter Lost at Sea, 
where Martin’s lead blends 
beautifully with Kerraleigh’s 
athletic harmonies, comes the 
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brooding Distorted Mountain, 
exploring the realism/paranoia 
nexus, climate change and the 
power of nature. I Might Get 
Low again uses drones and 
loops to good effect, this time 
hinting at a more personalised
disengagement. The big 
surprise is Wheelhouse, a short, 
blistering rocker with Garry 
Richardson’s tightly constructed 
guitar thrashing away over Ryan 
Quarterman’s bubbly bass. 
Possibly my favourite track.
After the group-created 
near-instrumental Crooked 
Starlite, where Kerraleigh’s vocal 
textures haunt the musicians’ 
successive variations on a 
theme, the album concludes 
with a dramatic yet perversely 
uplifting take on Laurence 
Collyer’s (Diamond Family 
Archive) Big Black Dog. Simply, 
their best effort yet. (HG)

BEDD – 1 7/8  

The debut EP from Bedd, an 
Oxford six-piece fronted by 
former The Daisies frontman 
Jamie with his Family Machine 
bandmates Neil Durbridge and 
Darren Fellerdale and a local 
scene “supergroup” of sorts. 
The opener, ‘Bed Sheet’, is 
85 nostalgic seconds of pure 
Britpop, taking clear inspiration 
from the likes of Blur and Suede 
and managing to still feel fresh 
and interesting.  

In fact, nostalgia is the driving 
force of this EP. Named after the 
speed at which cassette tapes 
were designed to play. “You Have 
Nice Things” has echoes of the 
late 90s British alt-rock scene 
that saw the rise of Radiohead, 
combining a simple but beautiful 
melody with some pitch-perfect, 
almost prog-rock harmonies on 
the vocals. It truly sounds like a 
track lost in time before reaching 
a middle eight that sounds 
borrowed from more modern 
bands, such as Foals for quite the 
impressive musical feat.  
‘I Whoo Yeah’ is probably the 
most enjoyable on the EP. A 
slow walk through a life of 
memories and regrets. However, 
Bedd know the story is the 
headline here and none of the 
instrumental seeks to do more 
than support the tale that Hyatt is 
telling, and it’s a true masterpiece 
of indie goodness.
If the purpose is to evoke a sense 
of nostalgia, it has done – this 
is a record that I wish John Peel 
was still around to hear, fall in 
love with and shout from the 
rooftops about. (KS) 

THE BOBO - HERE WE ARE 
AGAIN

Back in the olden times of 2019 
The Bobo’s star was rapidly 
ascending and down at OMS 
Towers (or is it a cave?) we were 
getting very excited about her 
music. Fast forward to late 2021 
and a new tune has arrived.  
It is a slice of short, sweet, 
simmering and shimmering pop 
that oscillates and builds in a 
most pleasing way. The Bobo’s 
vocal puts us in mind of Donna 
Lewis (she really was from the 
olden times) and the beats are 
down and dirty. All the talk is 
of the sonically adjacent Kelly 
Lee Owens at the moment, but 
we can’t wait to see where The 
Bobo goes from here.
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SLOW DRIFT – OBLIVION

‘Oblivion’ is the debut single of 
transatlantic collaboration Slow 
Drift, formed by local producer 
James Askwith and Canadian 
singer-songwriter Jenn Steeves.
With this effort, the duo has 
produced an interesting 
combination of electronica 
and synth pop that evokes the 
feelings of the late 90s British 
dance scene whilst managing 
to fill the 80’s pop nostalgia vibe 
and feel completely fresh and 
new at the same time. If this had 
been dropped by a DJ in Ibiza at 
any point in the last thirty years, 
it wouldn’t have felt out of place, 
nor would it feel out of place if 
it made its way into someone’s 
setlist this summer. It’s timeless, 
in many respects, like an EDM 
analogue to Bruno Mars’ ‘Uptown 
Funk’. Absolutely sublime debut 
effort. (KS)  

JODY & THE JERMS – 
HIGH TIMES 

It seems throwback is en vogue 
at the moment and nobody 
typifies this better than these, 
who continue to display their 
laid back, 70s/80s vibe with this 
release.
Although they’ve previously 
been compared to The Bangles 
by reviewers, it’s easy to draw 
comparisons with almost any 
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band of the era and have people 
struggle to argue with you.
‘High Times’, for example, 
sees Jody’s voice almost 
reminiscent of Karen Carpenter, 
with an instrumental and lyrical 
arrangement that evokes a 
loose collaboration between 
Fleetwood Mac and Abba.
Whilst their style is reminiscent 
of the greats, the song itself 
is a reminiscent look back on 
a relationship at the moment 
where it comes to an end. But if 
throwback pop is cool, it comes 
as no surprise that Jody and The 
Jerms are getting some serious 
national and international airplay 
right now.
They’ve only been together 
for two years, and they sound 
like they’re going to break out 
imminently. Proof that overnight 
success sometimes takes 
decades to build. (KS) 

DEADBEAT APOSTLES - 
LEAVE IT TO MEN

The latest single from local 
rock powerhouses The 
Deadbeat Apostles is a high-
energy commentary on the 
phenomenon of counter-
culture and the need of the 
establishment to silence anybody 
they don’t agree with.
The quality of a Deadbeats track 
is never in question – they are, 
perhaps, Oxford’s best-kept 

secret, and one we need to start 
sharing with the entire world – 
but the fact that this serves as 
probably the best showcase of 
the usually-underused Michelle 
Mayes’ vocal talents really helps 
make this a standout track.
Managing to tackle something 
so serious and pertinent, 
however, whilst maintaining 
an upbeat tone and making it 
so thoroughly danceable is the 
real achievement of the track 
– it isn’t just hitting all the right 
beats socially, it’s hitting the right 
notes musically. This is almost 
the perfect protest song for the 
modern era; Bob Dylan for the 
TikTok generation. (KS)  

ORIGINAL RABBIT FOOT 
SPASM BAND – FRANKIE 
FRAZER / HOUDINI 

I’m the first to admit that I’d 
happily listen to the Original 
Rabbit Foot Spasm Band sing the 
phone book such is their level of 
musical accomplishment.
‘Frankie Fraser’ has a slight 
Christmas theme, borrowing a 
refrain from ‘Jingle Bell Rock’ but 
tells the laid back story of, as far 
as I can tell, a pianist performing 
for drinks and the love of music 
whilst wishing for greater things.
‘Houdini; has a similar Christmas 
vibe to it but is perhaps the more 
traditional swing tune of the 
two, telling the story of a man 
dreaming of wealth and women 
in the city whilst struggling to 
come to terms with his hum 
drum life. 
It is, as the name suggests, a 
song about escape that comes 
with a touch of the band’s 
trademark wit and actually serves 
– deliberately or otherwise – as the 
best tune on this release. 
(KS) 

(Local releases continue on  
page 18)

BEDD
IT’S CHRISTMAAAS!
OMS mag’s Autumn Neagle sat down for a 
festive beer with OXON rockers, Sons of the 
Seventies, ahead of their Wyld Stallyns-esque 
Christmas tour with Slade!

Hello Cleveland! It’s cold outside... but spirits are high 
as the lads get ready for their 4th Official Christmas 
Tour with the Ultimate festive Glam Rockers. It’s a cosy 
night at the Elm Tree – a hideaway favoured by music-
lovers in the band’s hometown of Witney, as I (literally) 
drag the guys away from the pool table for a chat. All 
top musicians in their own right, we have lead vocalist, 
Benjamin Turner (ex-Damn Good Reason), maestro 
Patrick Scott on keys/guitar, guitarist David Fitzgerald 
(Quartermelon / Lucille & The Lightening Soul Train), 
drummer Tristan Griffiths (ex-Deer Chicago) and 
bassist George Campbell (who pops-up-briefly on 
speaker-phone whilst off getting a kebab, probably...).  

Are you hanging up your stocking on the wall – 
what’s inside on Christmas morning?  Ben: Eyeliner; 
Pat: Sexy knee-high socks. Tristan: The other stocking, 
or, a tiny man’s hairy foot. Dave: Another stocking – 
with another stocking inside – to infinity... the Russian 
Dolls of stockings; George: A kebab... (probably...).

Who has the most Glam Rock hairdo and what’s 
your hair-care secret? BT: That would probably be me; 
my long term plan is to look more like Wizard or Robert 
Plant, they are interchangeable. PS: Mine is right down to 
my arse now, my secret is Herbal Essences... BT: I don’t 
shower, that’s my secret! We actually line up on stage in 
order of hair-superiority, like a police identity parade. Let 
the audience decide...

What did you do in lockdown? DF: I decided to shave 
all my hair off. My brother offered to do it for me - he 
couldn’t wait. It felt very weird and my mum wasn’t 
keen. A couple of weeks later, he shaved his own hair 
off as well and my mum kept telling him how much it 
suited him. Which was annoying... 

Who wears the tightest trousers? BT: Easily Dave.  
DF: I do have a pair of skin-tight red velvets, but I 
haven’t got the balls to wear them... TG: Pat bought a 
pair of size 6 woman’s leather trousers and kept them 
on till they were unwearable. PS: I retired them in the 
end,  as I may want to have a child in the future. But my 
jeans are still pretty tight. 

What’s festive on the band rider? PS: Bananas and beer. 
AN - Are the bananas for the tight trousers, Armadillo 
style? DF: YES! So, also cucumbers wrapped in tin-foil. 

You all swap instruments, what’s the most unusual 
thing you’ve played? TG: My leg. I’ve got a bad habit 
of counting rests on my own leg and after a few gigs, 
end up with a yellow and (Deep?) Purple thigh. DF: We 
always ask the sound technicians, when you mic up the 
drums, can you also mic up Tristan’s leg?

Any Spinal Tap moments on the Slade tour? DF: 
Yes, but what happened in Reading stays in Reading.  
PS: I once accidentally locked the old Slade singer, Mal, 
in the loo. He’d just walked off-stage in the middle of 
the set to ‘go’. He got out eventually...

What’s great about playing with Slade? PS: Playing 
big venues is awesome, a great experience. Also the 
professionalism, being around musicians of that calibre 
– there’s some incredible riffs and it blows your mind, 
helps you grow musically. It’s an honour to share a 
stage. BT: Getting to perform our favourite 70s tracks 
to that audience, they love it, they’re really appreciative. 
DF: They always want more every time, so we must be 
doing something right!

You cover Queen, Mud, Fleetwood Mac, T. Rex, what 
else would you love to play? DF: Black Betty, Ram 
Jam, I’m dreaming about playing it live, they must have 
been on a lot of drugs – it makes no sense and the riffs 
are awesome. TG: Led Zep, Moby Dick. DF: that’s the 
longest drum solo ever, no wonder you want to play it! 

Any tour van Jokes or Wayne’s World style singalongs? 
TG: On one trip, we’d booked a place to stay with this guy 
called Chris Spence, which sounds a lot like... Chris-mas... 
On the way in the van we checked online reviews and it all 
felt a bit dodgy, like, is this a joke? So, we panic-booked a 
different place – which, also turned out to be... with Chris 
Spence. So we’d paid him twice. (It was ok in the end).  
DF: I was hungover / asleep in the van, I woke up and 
Tristan and Pat were driving along merrily singing ‘It’s 
beginning to look a lot like ChrisSpence!’

Your own Christmas hit title might be...? BT: We’ll 
leave that to Slade! DF: You can’t top ‘Merry Christmas 
Everybody!’ It’s the most perfect ever written. No matter 
how many times I hear it, I never get bored- and I hear it A 
Lot. PS: Mine would be: ‘Don’t be Lonely this Christmas’. 
AN: Now That’s a Christmas Day Top of The Pops No. 1...
 

 Sons of the Seventies on tour with Slade until December 23, playing Birmingham on 18th.  
(Shout out to Press Sec. & Rocker, Richard Morley and Dave’s dad) 
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Premium Leisure: CHRIS BARKER 
IS BACK WITH HIS ULTIMATE LEISURE 
EXPERIENCE 
We caught up with Chris Barker –top 
local producer and the talent behind 
Premium Leisure - way back in spring 
2020... so cue Armageddon! After 
cancelled gigs, postponed tours with 
Carterton super-star Willie J Healey 
and general events industry chaos, we 
reconvened 18 months later. Get the 
lowdown on what he’s been up to over 
lockdown, and what the future holds for 
the ’Shire’s Master of mellow psych-rock.

How’s Life for Premium Leisure?  
Things are good. Considering the whole world 
situation, I’ve been fortunate in releasing 4 
singles and a vinyl, ‘The Opener’ with Plum 
Cuts, (a South London record label with 
producer Oli Barton-Wood), plus filming some 
videos! Since then I’ve been in the studio with 
the band recording new material. I have enough 
songs for an album now, so it’s just a case of 
getting them all down and finished off. So I’m 
hoping to release new singles in Spring 2022 in 
the lead up to the new album. We played a few 
gigs recently, including supporting The Young 
Knives in Oxford after working on a track for 
their podcast - and it felt so good to be back.

Lockdown hobbies? I’ve been doing lots of DIY 
and particularly enjoying tiling. I’ve also been 

cooking a lot, spending whole days rustling up 
some mad recipes. On the music side I’ve been 
able to crack on with production and mixing, 
and working with a few Oxford bands – check 
out The Jerichos, a great young Witney act – 
and a duo from London called Wednesday’s 
Child, getting in the studio occasionally too.   

Tell us about your experience with The 
Young Knives? Young Knives have started a 
podcast where they collaborate with an artist 
to produce a song and put it alongside a chat/
podcast. We wrote the track during lockdown 
so it involved each of us sending recorded 
ideas remotely. It was a really cool thing to 
do and I’ve never worked like this before, so it 
was a nice challenge and good to mix things 
up during a somewhat uninspiring period. We 
all agreed we like a bit of Steely Dan so we set 
ourselves a loose brief of taking influences from 
some of their records with a bit of Alabama 
Shakes thrown in, and behold we made 
something that sounded nothing like either of 
them really, which was expected I guess. The 
best part was getting an insight into the way 
Henry and Tom build a song from the ground 
up and how they like to mess around with 
sounds... alot. It went well and I think we were 
all pleased with what came from it, particularly 
the whole process.

How has lockdown affected your writing 
and creative process?  Lockdown didn’t really 
impact on the way I start writing songs, it was 
more the process of developing them. I start 
off with just me and my acoustic guitar, then 
I really like to play them in and develop them 
with the band, that’s where they really start 
turning into a real song. I really missed this part 
of the process during lockdown. We did work 
on some new material and some live isolation 
videos remotely, sending across audio, but I 
didn’t enjoy this at all, for me it’s all about the 
musical interaction between the people in a 
room together. I started playing things really 
safe when I knew I could just hit record again 
and it didn’t affect anyone or eat up anyone’s 
time (just my own). 

Are things getting back to normal?  As 
restrictions lifted, I quite quickly slipped back 
into doing the things I used to do, mainly going 
to the pub and gigs. I really noticed that both 
socialising and watching other artists perform 
is a big part of what inspires me and spurs me 
on to continue writing music and pushing 
myself. The break in live music naturally made 
me re-assess the way I play live and I think I’ve 
become more self-critical of that side of things 
– I’ve now started getting more nervous before 
shows, I guess because I’ve had time to build it 
up in my head so much...

“I don’t own a hot 
tub, but I recently 
got a new bath”
How do you get that distictive vintage sound? 
I’m heavily influenced by Bowie, mainly the 
harmony he uses in his song writing, but 
also the production, especially the sound of 
Hunky Dory and Brian Eno and Tony Visconti’s 
production on the album Low. More recently, 
the guitars of White Denim’s album Corsicana 
Lemonade have definitely had an impact on 
the PL sound along with Sound and Colour by 
Alabama Shakes and Jaime by Brittany Howard, 
both brilliant sounding records.

I worked with producer Loren Humphrey on 
WJH album Twin Heavy who uses a lot of 
Phil Spector and Beatles inspired recording 
techniques, which has led me to focus on 
trying to get a good live sound with minimal 

microphones and not worrying too much 
about bleed. But what the Premium Leisure 
sound really boils down to is getting in a room 
with Mike, Ash, Willie, Casper, George, Garo, 
Harry, George Purnell (Catgod, Self Help) 
and Jack Kendrew (Pet Sematary) whoever is 
around, setting up the mics and playing the 
songs. Plus, a ‘few’ guitar overdubs thrown in 
for good measure. 

How is working with WJH? It’s a whole lot of 
fun working with Will. He’s a top-class song 
writer and great guitarist and vocalist. Working 
on guitar parts or arrangements for the endless 
flow of material from him is a real pleasure as 
there’s so much ‘jelly’ (as he would say) to dig 
my teeth into. I’ve been writing, recording and 
touring with the WJH crew for around 5 years 
now and long may it continue. We just finished 
the rescheduled tour recently - including a 
hometown show at The Jericho; everyone was 
really up for it - the bands, the venue staff, the 
fans, it was a great atmosphere throughout and 
amazing to finally play the 2nd album.

You have some Ledge’ 
band members and 
collaborators... Mike 
Monaghan is a true 
drumming legend. A real 
wielder of drum sounds 
and grooves, always a 
breeze to write and record 
with. I’ve learnt a lot from 
Mike over the years and continue to learn 
from him, especially through his dramatic tour 
stories and even his day to day shenanigans 
pumping up his car tyres or booting a sausage 
into a casino. With PL I’m also very fortunate to 
have good friends Ash Cooke (Be Good) and 
Casper Miles (Pet Sematary, WJH) in the band, 
who bring so much to the PL party in the studio 
and on stage. I was put into contact with Oli 
(Barton-Wood) - he had a bold approach to the 
mix and brought some wicked ideas in. We’re 
putting plans in place to collaborate more on 
future releases.

How was Oxford’s Beanie Tapes ‘Plug the 
Leads In’ EP and residency?  I think the only 
tapes I had before the Beanie Tapes venture 
were voice recordings of me when I was about 
5, asking my brother what I should sing and 
whether he was going to wear a ‘vest’… my 
collection is now slowly growing. Working with 
Ben and Jules was brilliant, they have so much 
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THE STUDIO  & 
GEAR SPY   
with CHRIS MONGER

FELINE 
GROOVY 
August List have knocked it out the park with 
their new album Wax Cat. Chris Monger cosies 
up to talk about about how it came together.  
They tell me how they’ve found themselves 
experimenting more with writing and recording 
as a band and with a wider range of instruments 
at their disposal.

NO LIMITS ‘There’s part of us that did all we 
could do as a duo with a kick drum and an 
acoustic guitar, I think limiting ourselves to that 
would limit the sort of songs we want to do’ 
Martin explains. ‘We wanted to throw everything 
at it and if we wanted to be loud, wanted to 
throw distortion at stuff, nothing was off limits. 
It was interesting to see how those sort of 
elements that loud rock bands would use filtered 
through songs that are predominantly folk songs 
and filtered again through us as musicians what 
that would sound like.’

DIFFERENT TAKE The more band - focused 
approach led to a different take on writing and 
recording, ‘A lot of our songs in the past were 
written on acoustic guitar, for acoustic guitar 
and the band would accompany you if you were 
playing with the band, but this time round the 
band were an integral part of the whole package.

KEEP ON GOING The album was started back in 
2018, and finished just after the initial lockdown, 
‘First of all it was supposed to be just an E.P. 
anyway so we just did 3 or 4 songs and then sat 
with it a while and thought we have got some 
more songs so we can keep going and see 
where we get to.’

LESS ACOUSTIC  With less focus on the acoustic 
guitar that drove their previous work, the band 
opened up to more varied instrumentation. 
‘It was a lot more dependent on synthesizers, 
effects, drum loops and things we haven’t used 
before. Much more electric guitar and fx vibe 
to it especially with Ben the violinist who plays 
through effects as well.’

PLAYING LIVE – COOL CHALLENGE Now after 
a long period of lockdown, the aim is to try and 
work back into playing some live shows in a 
belated support of the album in 2022, with some 
new challenges due to the way it was recorded. 
’We played two or three of those songs like 
working it out but they turned out completely 
different on the record to how we were playing 
them. There’s some songs on there that we’ve 
never played as a whole band together or live. If 
you said to them we’re going out to play these 
songs tomorrow no one would know what to do 
as it was all built later from the parts they played. 
It’s almost like we’ve got to take the album, go 
back to the band and learn to play these songs 
from scratch to be able to take them out on the 
road. It’s quite a cool challenge; it’s going to be 
fun to go back into a rehearsal room for the first 
time.’

THE WAX CAT IS OUT NOW ON ALL WILL BE 
WELL RECORDS. 

energy and gave me the confidence to 
push the band forward. Everything they 
did with great care and for all the right 
reasons. The amount of music they 
put out is incredible and they’ve really 
built up a cool community, connecting 
loads of creative people. 

Hot tubs, hostess trolleys or 
cocktails - What’s your ultimate 
‘Premium Leisure’ experience? 
Surprisingly, I don’t own a hot tub, 
but I recently got a new bath. Hot 
tubs aren’t really my thing and neither 
are cocktails, so I think the ultimate 
Premium Leisure experience would 
be a deep bath and a pint of room 
temperature Doom Bar.

Premium Leisure released his Easy FM 
EP, alongside new single ‘The Opener’ in 
August 2021. The 4-track release  features 
a whole host of names from Oxford’s music 
community –and the  full EP is available 
on hand-stamped vinyl, available in Truck 
Store. 
New singles and album coming in 2022!

Easy FM features drummer Mike Monaghan, 
bassist Harry Deacon [Palace, Razorlight], 
Ash Cooke (Be Good) and Willie J Healey,  
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Credits: Ash Cooke magazine cover photo;  
AJ Stark inside feature photos;  
The Opener EP artwork - Robbie Dawson.

Chris Barker talks to Autumn Neagle 
for OMS Magazine in spring 2020 and 
December 2021!
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Album or playlist while you cook? Depends on my 
mood. I sometimes play golden ‘60s hits or something 
like that.

Recent binge - watched TV drama? Fleabag. The 
second season always makes me cry. I can rewatch this 
show and it never stops to amaze me how good the 
writing is. And how good Pheobe Waller-Bridge is.

Do you put your own music on when people are 
round? Never, if someone plays my song when I’m in 
the same room I just want to run away.

A gardening tip? Wish I had one. All of my plants died 

except one cactus.

The Bobo new single: Here We Are Again is out 
now!
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AT HOME WITH:    

THE BOBO
A LOOK AT WHAT OUR 
OXFORD MUSIC STARS GET UP 
TO OFF-STAGE...

“…if someone plays my song when I’m 
in the same room I just want to run 
away.”
Previously likened to Lana del Ray and Mazzy 
Star, The Bobo has been turning ears with her 
experimental electronic soundscapes. New 
single Here We are Again has us fully hooked. 
Just don’t leave her in charge of your plants! 

Last item of furniture you bought?  I bought a carpet 
that is too thick and it blocks my door every time. I still 
believe I will be able to make it work somehow one day.

Last meal you cooked? I cooked my signature salmon, 
because it’s so quick and makes me feel like I’m doing 
something. Then I usually cook some broccoli on the 
side and voila: healthy Bobo meal.

What was in the fridge last time you looked? Two 
opened bottles of Coke, 3 packs of blueberries and half a 
chocolate cake.

Favourite spot in the house? I currently live in student 
accommodation so I just have a small room. If I had to 
choose my favourite spot, it has to be the bed. It has 
always been the bed to be honest… in every room I 
ever had.

Favourite thing in your house? Hmm I have a 
collection of baby Yoda plushies, which I think is kinda cool. 
And I love my DVD collection, hopefully it will only keep 
growing.

Late sleeper or early riser? Definitely a late sleeper. I 
usually relax during the night by watching a film or reading. I 
work better late too. So I go to bed around 4am and wake up 
at 11.

Last person who came round? My best friend Julia, 
we tried to make popcorn in my weird microwave and 
somehow succeeded. It looked very concerning.

Second hand or new?  Preferably second hand. I spend 
a lot of time on Depop just scrolling and finding too many 
things that I like. It’s nice to know something that I’m 
getting has some story behind it already. Oh, and I love 
any vintage markets/ kilo sales - recently bought a dream 
dress for £4.

MR BACON’S 
MUSICAL MEDICINE 
CLUB CHART 
What they say: Celebrating all 
things that get you moving, 
Musical Medicine started in 2013 
in the basement at The Library but 
graduated to The Bullingdon and 
have been bringing DJs they love ever 
since. 

DJ Gregory - Damelo
The wonderful Scarlett O’Malley dropped this at 
our recent party with Dan Shake and herself. It 
was at that perfect point where the energy was 
building in the club and the crowd went wild - 
easy to see why! 

East Coast Love Affair - Confrontations
With a brass lick like the one here that keeps 
coming back for more and layered vocals 
throughout, this has been in bag for months as 
it’s that perfect peak time bouncer. 

Point Blank (Monsieur Van Pratt Re Groove) - 
Sign of the Times
Squelchy synth bass is the order of the day here, 
coupled with syncopated hi-hats and powerful 
vocal. I cannot not dance to this one. 

Marisa - Panama Cardoon
I’d been searching for a club-ready version of this 
absolute classic by Souley Kanté for a long time 
and this one fell into my lap on Bandcamp Friday, 
what a gem! 

Soul of Hex - Say it Again 
Passed on to me by our resident Moonshine, this 
one jumped out at me. There’s something about 
heavily dubbed-out vocals that takes you straight 
to the club.

Working Men’s Club - Teeth
These lot played a show in Oxford before lockdown 
and I was lucky enough to catch it. Proper 80’s synth 
heavy grunge vibes here and sounds just as at home in 
the darkened club walls. 

PBR Streetgang – GCP 
We were lucky enough to have these guys play 
our stage at This is Oxford 2021 and they were 

the nicest guys to us. This new one from them is 
driving, ethereal and almost Terje-like?!

Jamie 3:26 & Cratebug – Hit It and Quit It
I’ll put my neck out there and say that this is one of 
the most powerful vocal tracks ever. We can’t wait 
to welcome Jamie back in Feb for more of this! 

Dego - Just Give it a Long Shot
Taking it back to proper stinky funk, the kind of 
tune that makes you pull that face. 

Metronomy - Love Letters (Soulwax Remix)
Played by our own Bear recently - who knew a 
typewriter would be such a good percussion 
instrument?

Upcoming club nights: 
Jan 15th - Esa & Poly-Ritmo
Feb 19th - Jamie 3:26
March 12th - Crazy P
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What’s in your RECORD 
COLLECTION with  

ZAHRA HAJI FATH 
ALI TEHRANI
“I usually need a good beat and something 
to sing or chant along to to get my vibe  
up in the morning.”

Any artists you own all of their releases? 
Björk and Missy Elliott are the artists I own 
everything of - albums, singles, b-sides, live 
albums and movies! Most of my collections are 
digital these days though. 

What inspired you to play music? 
Listening to a lot of Riot Grrrl growing up 
inspired me to play instruments and not worry 
so much about how I played but helped me just 
enjoy hitting drums in as much of a chaotic way 
as I like.

A song you wish you’d written? Morning Dew 
by Kelsey Lu, the depth and dynamic of the track 
is unreal. It’s so warm yet frosty and harrowing, I 
could listen to it all day to be honest. 

Inspiring creative art direction? The best art 
direction would have to be in music video form 
for me. Tierra Whack did a 15 track album back 
in 2018 called Whack World which had 15 x 1 
minute tracks that she developed into a 15 min-
ute music video, its out of this universe incred-
ible. Her lyrics, flow, concepts and art direction 
just blow my mind.

Current morning listening – what gets you 
moving?  Morning music is currently something 
to get the energy up, Arca, Little Simz, Shygirl, 
Shopping or Jenny Moore’s Mystic Business. 
I usually need a good beat and something to 
sing or chant along to to get my vibe up in the 
morning.

Guiltiest pleasure? Spice Girls, they had some 
serious bangers!

Single ‘They Say’ is out now, with new EP to 
come in 2022. Listen at zhfatehrani.com
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BAND 
RECOGNITION!
A look at our favourite local 
band monikers

BEDD is the new guise of former Family 
Machine-ist Jamie Hyatt. Their latest EP ‘1 7/8s’ 
is over - full of the carefully crafted, twinkling, 
uplifting and gorgeous, pop sounds we’ve come 
to expect. Here he tells OMS just why he’s got 
into BEDD…

But why BEDD? I like beds and I really like sleeping. Bedd 
with two d’s is also Welsh for ‘grave’ which kind of suits my 
goth teenage past. 

If you weren’t BEDD what would you be called? 
‘Caution Horses’ - it’s a strong brand already. You often 
see it written on horse boxes so we’d be off to a great 
start. Actually my friend Pancakes suggested that so I 
can’t take all the credit. 

Ever been misspelled on a poster? We’ve only ever done 
one gig! It went so well that we have been too scared 
to play another in case it’s a disaster. That was for Aidan 
(Divine Schism) who is, as it happens, Welsh - so knows 
all about ‘bedd’ and its spelling and meaning. 

Do you have people contacting you seeking advice for 
sleeping? People sometimes complain that our music 
puts them to sleep and has caused them to crash their 
car or injure themselves whilst using heavy machinery. 

What is your favourite type of bedd?  I like the little 
match box bed that Tom Thumb sleeps in best. 

Any previous bands your members have been in?  I was 
in the Daisies, Medal and Family Machine before this. Tim 
is the Manacles of Acid, Sam plays in a few other bands 
- Peerless Pirates, Cyphers and Tom was/is in Smilex. 
Neil and Feela have been playing with me in the Family 
Machine before Bedd. 

One of your lyrics you’re most pleased about?  ‘Rocky’s 
a champ and Paulie’s a bum. Sometimes I’m both and 
sometimes I’m one.’

Who are the snaps of on your latest EP? Léa Morales-
Chanard who did the art work is on the front cover holding 
hands with her brother. The other pictures are from her 
family albums as well. She’s an amazing artist and it was 
loads of fun working with her on the art work for 1 7/8.

BEDD’S 1 7/8 EP is out now on Beanie Tapes 

THE ULSTERMAN  
We catch up with bluesy crooner 
Scott Gordon as the band’s new 
album ‘Ulster Americana’ lands...
Tell us about ‘Ulster-Americana’? It’s a collection of 
songs that I’ve written over several years. I wrote a song 
called ‘Let Me Share In Yours’. It’s very kinda gospel / 
country, and also my accent comes out when I’m singin’, 
so I invented the genre of Ulster Americana. Rootsy blues 
and western with a Norn Iron accent! I got to know the 
troops through music nights, and the cross-over is a love 
for a good dose of the same music. The record is very 
definitely what it is because the four of us make a certain 
sound together and we love it. We’ve played a lot of gigs!

How did you record it over lockdown? Myself and the 
band got some great recordings done by Steve White 
at his Big Boys Studios in Witney before lockdown. 
Then, during lockdown and when we were allowed out, 
our harmonica man Markus, who’s also a great sound 
and studio engineer, brought his mobile gear and we 
recorded again several times at various homes. He then 
put the record together and mixed and mastered it all. 
He’s a flippin’ genius!

Where do your influences come from, and who would 
you invite to dinner? Growing up, everybody in NI was 
obsessed with country ‘n’ western, including the radio 
stations, it was definitely a thing. There’s not much 
modern music that has any real balls. Saying that, some 
of my favourite troops at the minute are Martin Harley, 
Nathaniel Rateliff & The Night Sweats, Foy Vance, St Paul 
& the Broken Bones. I went to New Orleans which was 
wild, and I’d love to go back and maybe travel around 
the Mississippi Delta, on to Memphis, Nashville and up 
to Chicago. For dinner, I’m bringing Howlin’ Wolf, Hubert 
Sumlin, Sam Moore, Otis Redding, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Dr 
John and Woody Guthrie. It’s gonna get messy, but my 
Gawwwd will we have a night!

The SGB are featured on a compilation album with Aldora 
Britain Records, and Scott played a solo live web gig for 
Americana Highways, based in Maryland USA.  
SGB are: Miss Sara On The Skins - pots ‘n’ pans and 
harmonies; Sammy Pope, The Quiet Man - bass and 
harmonies; Markus “Shakin’ Lips” Butler - blues, western, 
dub, Chicago harmonica; Scott Gordon - lap slide, guitar, 
croakin’ like a bullfrog.... 
Scott Gordon talks to Autumn 
Neagle

Making a name for herself nationally, 
Zahra Haji Fath Ali Tehrani talks about 
the music that made her...

First piece of music bought? 
Aaliyah ‘Try Again’ from Woolworths in Cowley 
Centre - I still have the CD now in the YWMP 
studio.

Latest records you got?  I don’t buy hard copies 
of music much anymore but I was gifted Robyn 
– ‘Honey’ and Lido Pimienta – ‘Miss Columbia’ 
on vinyl last year and those two records rule.

If we came round to dinner, what’s on? 
I would probably have a playlist on that had a 
bunch of r’n’b, hip hop, afrobeat, and neo soul 
featuring tracks by Etta Bond, Kelela, Amaarae, 
Darkoo, Tamera and Greentea Peng. 

You have to leave your house in a hurry - you 
could only take one piece of music with you – 
what is it?  Fever Ray ‘Plunge’, I think this album 
never gets boring and goes through a journey 
that I really connect with. 

How in touch are you with the charts? 
I don’t know what is number one right now but 
I do keep up with a lot that is currently in the 
charts or popular within entertainment culture. 
TikTok music seems to be the future, like discov-
ering recently Dreya Mac has been a lot of fun 
through a TikTok dance routine.

Can you remember what your parents played 
when you were growing up? I was raised 
on ABBA and pirate radio stations that played 
Dancehall and Bashment. Pretty varied but I 
learnt a lot about and what a good pop song 
sounds like and how to create an interesting 
rhythm section.
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assume it was the same track, before blasting 
their way through hits such as ‘In The Flesh’, 
‘Time’, ‘Money’, ‘Us and Them’ and bringing us to 
a welcome interval after ‘Another Brick In The Wall, 
Part II’ – all the while, sounding so perfectly like 
the original band that, had I not been in gig review 
mode, I’d have felt as though I was a joint away 
from regressing to my teenage years of listening to 
Floyd in my bedroom. 

After the interval, we launched right back in with 
‘Astronomy Domine’ and through ‘Shine On You 
Crazy Diamond’ and ‘Wish You Were Here’ on our 
way to closers ‘One of These Days’ and ‘Run Like 
Hell’ before returning for the encore performance 
of ‘Comfortably Numb.’ Whilst TAPFS are obviously 
a cover band, their success (they are one of the 
most successful Australian Bands ever, having had 
longer continuing success than Savage Garden, 
INXS or Silverchair – is down to their absolutely 
submicroscopic attention to detail. Everything 
sounds perfect at all times, from the lead and 
backing vocals to the rhythm section to even the 
saxophones. 
Having achieved a perfect live reproduction of 
those beloved Floyd albums, the icing on the 
cake is the visuals – whether it’s the 30ft inflatable, 
semi-demonic teacher  appearing during ‘Another 
Brick’ to the clouds actually appearing in the 
laser light show for the opener to the bespoke 
video packages for each song that don’t seek to 
just reproduce the classic Floyd imagery, but to 
poignantly update it to the 21st century.

But what really makes TAPFS their own unique 
entity, rather than your bog standard covers 
band is that one intangible element: Australian 
humour. Whether they’re taking us through 
memory lane with a video package featuring 
classic Neighbours and Crocodile Dundee clips 
with music from Kylie or Men at Work, or being 
joined on stage by an inflatable kangaroo, this 
is everything you expect from an Australian Pink 
Floyd Show. The music of Pink Floyd, the no 
punches pulled humour of our Aussie cousins.
This show is perfect, unforgettable and, when 
they next return, absolutely unmissable. (KS)

HOLDING ABSENCE, O2 
ACADEMY OXFORD 
Welsh rock outfit Holding Absence have made 
quite a name for themselves in the last 4 years 
with awards aplenty from Cardiff Music Awards 
naming them ‘Best Breakthrough’ and high praise 
in the national rock press.

LIVE 

NICK CAVE & WARREN 
ELLIS, NEW THEATRE  
Oxford’s New Theatre welcomes Nick Cave, not 
with his Bad Seeds but, with Warren Ellis – his 
multi-instrumentalist collaborator who in recent 
years has risen to be Cave’s creative right-hand. 
This was not expected to be a nostalgic trip 
through Cave’s four decades plus history, but 
an evening of reflection on loss, lockdown and 
faith. As the audience queued outside comments 
could be heard about the ‘miserable’ nature of 
the show they were about to experience. But 
rather than ‘miserable’ the show offered an 
experience of uplifting beauty. An almost sell-out 
show, the crowd were treated to a two-hour 
performance, drawn mainly from Cave and Ellis’ 
‘Carnage’ lockdown album and Nick Cave and 
the Bad Seed’s ‘Ghosteen’ album, which was 
never toured due to Covid.

Combined, these offered the crowd something 
almost spiritual. Following the tragic loss of 
Cave’s son Arthur in 2015, this evening was an 

From opener ‘Celebration Song’ and throughout 
their set of melodic, post-hardcore anthems, 
frontman Lucas Woodland is clearly in his 
element; - his soaring vocals and boundless 
energy has the enraptured throng hanging 
on every word – noteable props especially on 
standout tracks ‘Monochrome’ and ‘Gravity’. 
While the rest of the band at times struggle to 
match the intensity, the polish and songwriting is 
top tier as expected.
Tonight Holding Absence showed what we’ve 
all been missing – it’s sweaty and life affirming 
live rock n roll and there’s seemingly no holding 
them back. (CB) 

THE CHARLATANS, O2 
ACADEMY OXFORD
There are few bands for whom the keyboard 
(a vintage Wurlitzer in this case: all shuffling 
chords and flourishes) is such an integral part 
of their signature Sound. There are even fewer 
groups for which we’d happily bop through a 
ten-minute keys solo, but the Charlatans is one of 
them. It is, however, to founder member Martin 
Blunt’s ominous bass rumble of ‘Forever’ that 
they come on. At the very last moment before 
singing, eternally youthful Tim Burgess springs 
up to the mic. He’s in a rather fetching get-up 
of black dungarees and white tee-shirt with his 
platinum blond Brian Jones hairdo. And they’re 
off! It is very much a ‘best of’ set, which suits 
OMS, because their best is bloody good. ‘The 
Only One I Know’, ‘Can’t Get Out of Bed’ (know 
how you feel, Tim: roll on the hols!), the demonic 
disco of ‘You’re So Pretty’, the lush country 
stylings of ‘Just When You’re Thinking Things 
Over’ and ‘North Country Boy’ – plus the dark 
dance edge of ‘One to Another’ – display their 
range. End track ‘Sproston Green’ is an absolute 
epic, slowly building on Blunt’s bass before the 
afore mentioned Tony Rogers keys solo. A funky, 
baggy, masterclass. (LB)

Nick Cave © Dave Roberts

existential trip, an opportunity to consider loss 
and isolation through Cave’s musical and faith 
inspired lens.
Cave and Ellis were joined by a trio of gospel 
singers, and a multi-instrumentalist, but the stage 
clearly belonged to Cave, resplendent in his 
traditional shirt, suit and thick black hair. Cave 
moved from his grand piano across the stage, still 
able to command the audience’s full attention with 
his every gesture, whilst appearing to enjoy himself 
and his interactions with those onstage with him, 
and at times with members of the audience.

Surprisingly, with so many of the tracks 
having been rarely performed live, the show 
held together as a musical piece. The mix of 
‘Ghosteen’ and ‘Carnage’ tracks, such as ‘Waiting 
for You’ and ‘Lavender Fields’, reminding the 
audience of the unpredictability and fragility of 
the world in recent times and of our relationships 
with others. Despite occasional calls for older 
material the set avoided the pitfalls of playing 
the ‘hits’, though allowance was made for tearful 
renditions of ‘Into my arms’ and ‘Henry Lee’.
But this isn’t an evening for the light-hearted, for 
every reference to faith and spiritual
salvation Cave offers to repeatedly “shoot you 
in the fuckin’ face….just for fun”. Warren Ellis 
sits quietly at the side of the stage playing an 
array of instruments and at times bursting with 
energy even with no instrument in his hand. His 
dissonant blasts of sounds reminiscent of Scott 
Walker’s last few albums, leaving us wondering, 
can Cave and Ellis continue this astonishing 
stream of intensity. (DR)

AUSTRALIAN PINK FLOYD, 
NEW THEATRE
Now in their thirty-third year, TAPFS presents a 
well-constructed Pink Floyd Greatest Hits setlist, 
staged in typical Floyd style – there are bespoke 
videos for each song that help hold the show 
together, with appearances from inflatables and a 
comprehensive light show. This is the closest you 
can come to seeing Floyd live in 2021.
But what of the performance?
Opening with the instrumental classic ‘Obscured 
By Clouds’, the group really gets to show off 
their musicianship – with perfect timing and 
arrangement, this feels like the warm-up for 
something big without being unnecessarily 
complex and, as I’m about to find out, it is.
They transition so seamlessly into ‘When You’re 
In’ that all but the true Floyd afficionado would 

Holding Absence © Chris Browne 
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BARRICANE, THE 
BULLINGDON  
A picturesque cove tucked in between the rocks, 
famous for cowries and other exotic seashells 
and treasures. Local folklore says that these 
shells have travelled off the shore of a Caribbean 
island thousands of miles across the Atlantic to 
be dropped in near- perfect condition in this 
precious little inlet on the North Devon coast.
I was blissfully unaware that the Gulf Stream 
ran so close to The Cowley Road, depositing 
treasures from far off lands to soothe the intrepid 
traveller who took a chance and wandered 
unknowingly into the cave like structure of The 
Bullingdon’s back room.
And so it was that this intrepid traveller blundered 
blindly into the ethereal, hazy glow of dry ice. 
Suddenly, everything starts to make beautiful 
sense as the band strike forward. The smoke 
seems to yield and part at their command. They 
push on, driving, driving. I’m getting Fleetwood 
Mac vibes but....I don’t want to go my own way! I 
want to go their way. Barricane, a six-piece band 
fronted by singer songwriters Rosy and Emily. 
Tightly harmonic, well written songs. “So, it is 
from these two that the ethereal noise emits” The 
band is tight, a well-oiled unit. Moving through 
the gears, never once stopping to find it or grind 
it! Mac sprinkles keys and synths like rain on 
hot pavement, while Hamish’s guitar bleeds for 
us, a beautiful death. This show is in honour of 
the release of the band’s debut album The Sky 
and Us and is also Barricane’s inaugural gig. The 
music is well rehearsed and well performed, but I 
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would certainly like to see some more stage craft 
from Rosy and Emily moving forward. Something 
to match the beautiful harmonies and raise the 
experience of watching this band play to another 
level. The song ‘Canopy’ is a real high point of the 
evening, enveloping the listener and spinning you 
over and over like you are caught under a wave, 
struggling to breathe before finally succumbing 
to the dream like breathlessness of peaceful 
defeat. But dear reader there was no defeat here, 
on this night, for this band, oh no. Just the start 
of what could well be a beautiful, long-term 
friendship. (Mc1R) 

HIPSHAKIN’, HARCOURT 
ARMS 
I view a clenched fist approaching my left eye on 
the corner of Cranham Street. Not sure whether 
to bob or weave, as I only have one direction, 
I knock the fellow over the road, pick him up 
by the hand, and pronounce “Let’s not fall out - 
Hipshakin’ is relaunching at the Harcourt Arms. 
And you’re going whether you like it not.” My 
reluctant slave follows, in the hope I won’t smash 
another over his head.
This fabulous club night, organised for many 
years by the city’s finest DJ Jan Rogocki, has long 
been the hidden the jewel in Oxford’s crown.  
Record specialists take turns in slobbering over 
their latest acquisitions. Women stand at the back 
and gossip. Once inside the venue, there are no 
fights. Tonight women have co-ordinated their 
outfits into black and red. Flamenco fans flourish. 
Men squint over record labels. They’re all out. 
I’m out with all the failed Mods. Jan, Dale, Ken, 
Mark. Regulars to the Harcourt Arms get involved 
in the thrust of the 45s. As though saying, hell 
yeah, we worked all week, we got dressed up for 
this, considered our outfits, worked all week for 
enough wage to get it on, and get it on we do. 
It’s what Hipshakin does. It converts. 
By 10.20 o’clock I’m exhausted and retreat to 
the bus stop. Hipshakin relaunched is a triumph. 
I mutter to myself. “Milton, England hath need 
of thee.” Sod Engand. Oxford hath need of 
Hipshakin. Shame about the fight. (BM)

ISIS CITY ROCKERS, ISIS 
FARMHOUSE PUB 

Thursdays at the Isis, and a select coterie of 
musical luminaries gather to brighten up the 
pre-weekend. Brainchild of local legend Mike 

Ginger, the ICR project sees him joined by fellow 
Deadbeat Apostles, Ragged Charms and Beard 
of Destiny. It is the vocalists who inevitably 
command the most attention. Mike’s patented 
blend of formidable technical skills and raw, 
crotch-busting sexuality will be familiar to fans of 
the Deadbeat Apostles. Luckily, there is plenty to 
go round. One reads that climate change has led 
to declining testosterone levels in male animals; if 
so, it is certainly not Mike Ginger’s fault. (T.Rex’s) 
‘Hot Love’ is not only a highlight of the set but a 
fair summary of his approach.
Ali Jones exudes quality throughout, be it with 
her commanding performance of Etta James’ 
‘In the Basement’ her fine harmonies and the 
reluctant dominatrix of their inspired take on The 
Arrows’ ‘I Love Rock and Roll’. Whether belting 
out the blues centre stage or duetting with Mike, 
Ali’s classy and assured performance is more than 
a match for her exhibitionist onstage partner-
in-crime. Not just fine vocalists, but also quite 
dazzling on the sartorial front, Mike and Ali are 
one week resplendent in leopardskin, the next 
rocking Mondrian primaries. 
If you feel you have something better to do on a 
cold winter Thursday in South Oxford, you may 
well need to reassess your life priorities. (HG)

DEADBEAT APOSTLES, ISIS 
FARMHOUSE
Got to the Isis eventually despite the treacherous 
towpath, led there by the voice of special guest 
Teice, warming up for what was an unforgeable 
night in the Shire. The reason my cod-Saville Row 
suit arrived unblemished, containing what is left 
of me in it, is that it’s Day of the Deadbeats 15 - in 
honour of their new record launching. It’s called 
Leave it to Men. I have half the Bristol 78s DJ 
community in my company, co-incidentally run 
into a local MC, and then step over the threshold 
of the pub’s front steps and into the word of 
Tammy Wynette’s worst nightmare.  
I discover, in a blaze of leapord print, that 
Deadbeats’ lead singer Mike Ginger has gone 
Soul Man. Yeah. The MC starts paying attention. 
The room is jumping. I can’t cope. Mike Ginger is 
leaping, kneeling, screaming, wailing! He makes 
you want to buy James Brown Live At The Apollo 
1962 for bemused children. Michelle Meyes, co-
front person, yells vocals in a manner that remind 
me of that time I thought they ought to have cast 
Loretta Lynn in Nightmare on Elm Street. 
The very best in Oxford rock and roll music. 
My only criticism is that there weren’t 50,000 

people in the room. However, that might have 
overstretched the bar staff. Every single person 
who did experience this gig were drunk on music 
and that, comrades, is the product of rehearsing 
hard. Ten out of fucking ten. Didn’t even fall in 
the river on the way back - those 001 drivers 
know what they are doing. (BM)) 

BEAVER FUEL O2 
ACADEMY, OXFORD

Local punk favourites Beaver Fuel have pogo’ed, 
pranced and stomped their way across Oxford’s 
assorted stages in various guises for over a 
decade - their British punk meets melodic fuzz 
is as accessible as it is endearing - it’s impossible 
not to like them as they gleefully blitz their way 
through the show (supporting The Professionals).
Leather skirted frontman Leigh’s joyful prose 
combines social commentary with scatalogical 
delight; ‘Twat Factor’ has its targets clearly sighted 
from the start, while the simple pleasures of shoe 
shitting are explored in the aptly named ‘In Your 
Shoes’ Despite Chris’s wandering kick drum and 
amidst James’ gurning theatrics, Beaver Fuel are 
rock solid in their intentions and delivery.
Sticking to their punk roots they dont give a shit 
what you think, they’re here to make noise and 
have a lot of fun while doing it. (CB)
(Photo by Chris Browne)
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ALLY CRAIG - DIGITALLY 
EP

No matter how much you 
want to, you can’t fall in love 
with everything you hear. That 
isn’t to say that ‘Digitally’, a 
four-track solo EP from Bug 
Prentice’s Ally Craig is bad... it’s 
just underwhelming. Packaged 
as, in essence, a concept 
EP of synth punk musings, it 
manages to feel somehow 
unfinished.  
The best track on the EP, 
‘Carole Lombard’, is a 
somewhat indie retelling of 
the story of the death of the 
Hollywood actress of the same 
name in a 1942 air crash. As 
morbid as that sounds, it is the 
greatest musical achievement 
and sounds a lot like a lost 
track from a sleepy Aaron 
Dessner recording session.
It leads nicely into another 
tribute to a fallen Hollywood 
star. ‘Theda Bara’, named for 
the silent movie actress whose 
work is largely lost to the sands 
of time, is an interesting choice 
of subject matter but suffers 
somewhat from an overbearing 
synth and the lyrical subtlety of 
Nic Cage playing Rambo.
Likewise, ‘It’s All Happening’ is a 
minimalist mess of drums and 
dissonant synths that feel like 
the foundation of something 
great, like a bootleg of a Pink 
Floyd jam session, but the final 
track scores wide of the mark.
The ‘Digitally’ EP  feels like 
the framework of something 
incredible, but the finished 
product doesn’t quite deliver.(KS)
  

OCTAVIA FREUD - 
BORIS CAN DANCE

My first impressions of Octavia 
Freud is impeccable timing. 

Bojo drops one and a record 
follows - a rare, party-time 
power of the internet..
If timing was the outcome 
of working in a gallery on 
minimum wage,  
Octavia Freud’s timing on this 
release could win the Turner 
Prize. Spectacular beats. This 
involves leaving a mobile phone 
switched on (it’s available 
through Bandcamp and they 
do perform live - if you can be 
bothered to go out in 2022). 
 
The opening beats kick in, 
and immediately the listener 
is having sex with former 
members of Right Said Fred, 
and then Octavia Freud throw 
in a reference to Eton Mess, 
with an emphasis on the word 
“mess,” which, no matter what 
generation you were born in, 
we can all agree is the state of 
this country. 
 
The outfit, fronted by 
Mancunian Martin Andrews, 
plunge into English social 
history. The word “liars” appears. 
The listener is no longer in 
some random field that was 
once forever England, but 
on the frontline, awaiting 
instructions - on this occasion 
from Martin. ‘Boris Can Dance’, 
even in its title, turns CCTV on 
the rich. And there is powerful 
imagery in this idea, spanning 
the entire single, because each 
and every one of us have one 
power - even in a surveillance 
state, we dance better than 
Boris. What Octavia Freud 
achieve with this release is 
raising folk music to a level 
with Kraftwerk, and that’s an 
achievement. 
A rebel song you can dance 
to - or not dance to, as that 
would involve being in a field 
with Bojo. (BM)

LOCAL RELEASES

YOUNG 
KNIVES, THE 
BULLINGDON 
A clue to what is coming sits on 
the stage. Two banners that from 
afar appear to be the glyphs of 
some ancient cult. The band 
wander onto the stage, be-
robed lead singer Henry Dartnall 
rocking a look best described 
as Old Testament chic, and the 
Young Knives cast us away. 
 
Two have become three with 
drummer Silke Blansjaar joining 
the Dartnall brothers and her 
tribal pounding drives the 
hypnotic, electronic happening. 
They have little interest in the 
major label band they used to 
be and new album ‘Barbarians’ 
explores a far broader sonic 
and thematic palette. The 
harmony and pop sensibility 
that existed before is still there 
and brings an accessibility to 
what may otherwise be a tricky, 
oblique listen. The band build 
and build the layers of fuzzed 
guitar, looped samples, sci-fi 
synth leads, acerbic lyrics and 
thundering beats to a state of 
hypnotic euphoria that leaves a 
nicely acidic taste.

Dartnall asked the big crowd 
to join his Partnership but 
tonights’ performance suggests 
it is probably more accurately 
described as a lysergic and 
ritualistic cult. Either way, we’re in. 
If only there were some frogs to 
lick on the merch table. (CF)  
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